
 
 

 

 

 

  

Our Lady and St. Anne’s Relationships and Behaviour Policy 

In our school we want everyone to feel secure, safe and respected. For this to happen, everyone must play their 

part in behaving appropriately. Our school behaviour motto ‘Be ready, be respectful, be safe’ and our Steps to 

Success, help us to remember how we should act. 

Steps to Success 

Be kind and treat others the 

way you wish to be treated 

Listen with respect 

Keep yourself and others safe 

Be truthful 

Take care of everything in our 

school 

 

I work and learn best when: 

• Everyone is respectful, tolerant and caring 

• I am in a positive learning environment 

where I am helped to engage in my work 

• I am helped to manage my own feelings 

• I am encouraged to be resilient 

• I am helped to follow routines 

• I have opportunities to contribute to the life 

of the school 

• I am rewarded for my efforts 

 

Redirection 

This might happen if an adult notices that you are not following instructions, 

talking whilst others are talking, not sitting correctly, disturbing learning, 

distracting others etc. The adult will praise those around you who are behaving 

correctly or they might look at you to prompt you to make the right choice. 

Reminder Warning Consequence 

Redirection 

Reminder 

Warning 

Consequence 

If you continue to behave inappropriately an adult will remind you of our 

behaviour motto ‘be ready, be respectful, be safe’ and our Steps to Success. 

You will have another opportunity to make positive choices. 

If you continue to behave inappropriately, you will be given a warning about a 

potential consequence for your behaviour choices. The adult will remind you of 

positive behaviour choices you have shown previously and you will have a final 

opportunity to make a positive change. 

This will happen if you have not responded to warnings or if you have acted in 

an extremely inappropriate way such as fighting, using inappropriate language, 

damaging property etc. The adult will decide how much of your playtime you 

will miss. 

Non negotiable behaviours will be dealt with differently and may result in more serious consequences 



 
 

 

How will I know I am doing well with my behaviour? 

I’ll be told and 

praised 

Adults will tell me when I’m doing good things and my efforts are being 

noticed. I will also be praised when I am following our school behaviour motto, 

‘be ready, be respectful, be safe’. My teacher may reward me with a sticker. 

Recognition 

boards 

If I keep showing positive behaviour, my teacher will add my name to our class 

recognition board as a reminder to others. This will show that I am a positive 

role model. 

Messages home 
If I keep doing well with my behaviour, my teacher will speak with my parents 

or send a message home to share this positive feedback and show how pleased 

my teachers are with my efforts, 

Weekly 

achievement 

assembly 

If my teacher is impressed with me, my name could be added to the list of stars 

of the week and this will be celebrated in our Friday assembly with Mrs Henzell. 

I will receive a special Headteacher sticker if this happens. 

End of term 

achievement 

assembly 

If my efforts are exceptional and consistent, I may be chosen as the end of term 

star learner and receive a special certificate for this. 

Hot Chocolate 

with the Head 

If my efforts are exceptional and consistent, I may be chosen by my class 

teacher to celebrate my achievements with a hot chocolate with Mrs Henzell. 


